Supply Chain Optimization Analyst

Job Description

Position Summary:

The Supply Chain Optimization Analyst serves as a liaison between the business and IT, requiring both business knowledge and technical competencies. They are required to develop customized reporting tools, metrics, and scorecards across the supply chain space, providing actionable information that is both accurate and fit-for-purpose. This involves not only anticipating and understanding business needs for each independent deliverable, but being able to mine and understand data from numerous data sources across multiple ERPs and platforms.

Additionally, the analyst will become a subject matter expert within the Supply Chain space, specifically related to the DDD (Distressed, Donated, Destroyed) channel. In this role, they will partner with business counterparts to identify opportunities within the business driving change and cost savings initiatives. Much of the project work will surround developing new tools designed at managing exposure and working closely with business counterparts through the change management process.

This position is extremely fast-paced and requires the analyst to be highly flexible by continually adjusting to shifting requirements, priorities and methods of information consumption.

Position Responsibilities

- On-going report/metric/audit generation, automation, and publication
- New reporting tool/scorecard/audit development aimed towards DDD and risk mitigation
- Supporting the DDD team through various analytics and project-based initiatives
- Partner with Business counterparts to lead change management initiatives
- Reporting consolidation, standardization, and automation across multiple ERPs
- Data and analytical support/ownership for various project work
- End-User Training of applications, metrics, and processes
- Owner of master data audits and driver of organizational expectations and accountability
- Understanding functions of consumers for each deliverable for customized and fit-for-purpose solutions

Qualifications And Requirements

- Minimum of Bachelor’s Degree in Supply Chain, Business, Information Technology, or related field
- Minimum of 3-5 years of related experience in an analytical role
- Advanced experience in Excel and Access
- Technical knowledge and understanding of various front and back-end applications (PowerBI, SAP, WEBI)
- Knowledge and understanding of supply chain space within a food manufacturing environment
- Preferred: Base SQL knowledge and understanding with fundamental table joins and query design capabilities
Education

Bachelor’s Degree Required – Type: Supply Chain, Business, Information Technology or related field

Preferred Attributes, Qualifications & Working Conditions

Repetitive Motions

Explain Motion

Computer Usage

Enter % of time

100%

Travel (other than driving)

Enter % of time

<25%

Disability Assistance

TreeHouse Foods is an Equal Employment Opportunity Employer and offers opportunities to all job seekers, including those with disabilities. If you need a reasonable accommodation to assist with your job search or application for employment, please contact us by sending an email to disability-accommodations@treehousefoods.com. In your email please include a description of the specific accommodation you are requesting and a description of the position for which you are applying.

EEO Considerations

All qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment without regard to race, color, religion, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, national origin, citizenship, disability or protected veteran status.

Inventory Analyst II

Job Description

Position Summary:

Lead efforts to sell off FG Long & Excess (LEX) inventory before it ages out: identify at risk SKUs/dollars, set up and lead meetings with Sales Organization to review, document next steps and hold people accountable with follow-up e-mails, phone calls and meetings

Lead efforts to determine the root causes of FG Long & Excess (LEX) inventory: identify at risk SKUs/dollars, set up and lead meetings with Supply Planning organization to review and assign one of 20 standardized root causes and load them into SAP for reporting analytics
Present monthly the DDD financial results, future DDD risk, recent DDD reduction efforts/wins and the remaining obstacles to further improvement to Divisional Sr. Leadership: prepare and deliver multiple category-specific presentations each month to a cross-function Divisional team. Answer questions, provide details and send out follow-ups/next steps to the working teams.

Influence the Division and center support organizations to change policies and/or practices that lead to DDD: Be a vocal and strong advocate to not only disseminate the root causes leading to DDD, but to also identify and lead/participate in efforts to change current policies and/or sub-optimum day-to-day practices that lead to DDD.

**Position Responsibilities**

Identify LEX $ Risk (pull & analyze reports)

Lead LEX mitigation meetings

Lead Division/Category monthly DDD meetings

Prepare and send meeting follow-up recaps/next steps

Hold others accountable

Identify supply chain failure root causes for LEX – load results into ERP system

Push for policy/practice changes needed to reduce DDD

**Required**

**Qualifications and Requirements:**

Ability and willingness to push/influence others to change current policies and/or practices (including those within other functions and/or at a higher level)

Ability and willingness to professionally hold others accountable to execute meeting follow-ups (including those within other functions and/or at a higher level)

Skills at preparing & delivering succinct presentations to diverse groups, including participants from various functions and levels

Skills at pulling and analyzing data on DDD and then isolating key drivers/themes, both from a future risk and a past financial charge standpoint

Strong attention to detail and information accuracy

Strong written and oral communication skills

**Desired**
Previous working experience within a Supply, Demand or Material Planning organization

Strong Excel data manipulation skills

A solid understanding of supply chain ERP systems and how they receive and deliver system signals & suggestions to users that interact with them

**Education**

Bachelor’s Degree Required

Travel (other than driving)

Enter % of time

5%

**Disability Assistance**

TreeHouse Foods is an Equal Employment Opportunity Employer and offers opportunities to all job seekers, including those with disabilities. If you need a reasonable accommodation to assist with your job search or application for employment, please contact us by sending an email to disability-accommodations@treehousefoods.com. In your email please include a description of the specific accommodation you are requesting and a description of the position for which you are applying.

**EEO Considerations**

All qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment without regard to race, color, religion, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, national origin, citizenship, disability or protected veteran status.